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Charles X, they had not wanted to go so far as to dethrone him.
The Revolution had been carried through by a few thousand
workmen and students of Paris, and the settlement had been
devised by a still smaller number of middle-class politicians
(§ 100). The unorganised masses of the nation had merely
shrugged their shoulders and accepted the fait accompli.
Thus Louis-Philippe had to meet opposition both from the
Right and from the Left. The Legitimists regarded him as a
mean usurper who had tricked little " Henri V " out of his
rightful heritage; they ridiculed his democratic Court, and
called him " King of the Barricades/* Fortunately they were
so few and so unpopular that they could stir up little trouble.
The Republicans were more dangerous. They formed societies
and ran journals to carry on propaganda for the renewal of the
Revolution which had been checked on the third of the " Days
of July." Cavaignac continued to be their leading figure, and
they had a considerable following among the working-class in
the big towns. Quite early in the reign they raised a riot
demanding the execution of Polignac and his colleagues ; and
several other disturbances followed. An attempted assassination
of the King by a Corsican named Fieschi gave the Government
an excuse for vigorous repression. By the laws of september
(1835) it became a crime to avow republican principles, or to
discuss the restoration of the Bourbons, or to do or say anything
to the discredit of the existing regime, or to print a caricature
without Government sanction. For the time being, at any
rate, republican propaganda was silenced.
§ 107. thiers and guizot.—Louis-Philippe would have
been a good deal firmer on his throne if he had had a solid
majority in Parliament; but the groups of politicians who
had momentarily joined forces to make him King soon fell
asunder. The first ten years of the reign were crowded
with political incidents, the King trying various combina-
tions of ministers in the hope of finding one which would
both carry out his policy and command a majority in the

